Abstract. We developed an interactive visualization tool (GRIND-P) to support nuclear reactor core modeling and neutronic analysis. It is an integrated platform that envelops an end-to-end graphical interface for unit-cell and full-core modeling, respectively. It provides a user-friendly visual interface for input preparation, problem parameter setting and both qualitative and quantitative interpretation of the results. 3D visual interface for GRIND-P not only allows quick editing and alteration of geometrical and material properties of a core-model but also helps in identifying logical errors through visual verification. Similarly, modeling abnormalities can easily be identified through better visualization of the results. It provides easy navigation across unit-cell and full-core models that simplify the execution of production work requiring many repetitive-type calculations. Moreover, the integrated platform enforces source control mechanism to backup and keep track of project-related files and their alteration history to avoid inadvertent changes.
Introduction
The prime objective of a reactor analysis task is to determine the distribution of neutrons w.r.t. space and energy inside a reactor core; further used in the calculation of critical reactor-physics parameters i-e criticality search, buckling, hotspot identification, burn up and core model optimization. Neutronics Analysis modules CITATION, WIMS-D, NJOY are widely used in academia. Historically, the basic input to these analysis codes is via sequential codeword and parameter strings that are provided in a simple text file. Formatting and preparing input for these analysis codes is complicated. Specific keywords are used to identify and separate diverse information in the text-based input files and are prone to syntactic errors. These unrestrained inputs usually lead to syntactic and sometimes logical errors that may go unnoticed. Visualization is naturally an effective tool to enhance human interpretation of large and complex data set. Similarly, visual presentation of a core-model and direct interaction with such graphical model not only simplifies input preparation step but also helps identify logical errors through visual verification. The aim of such visualization is to fuse the diverse information that results in an integrated view of the model. It helps better understand the analysis results by integrating data scattered across different geometric units and output files. Moreover, a well-programmed GUI helps enforce restrictions regarding data-types and control limits on input variables. A dependency graph for model-inputs can help identify an overly or underspecified core-model under various modeling context. Such dependency graph provides a naïve form of intelligence to identify missing data that is mandatory in particular modeling-context.
GRIND-P Architecture and Programming Structure
Development of GRIND-P is divided into two major steps: Identification of a calculation schema and a GUI-based platform to encapsulate and integrate that schema. Fig. 2 schema. It involves unit-cell modeling [3] , full-core modeling [4] [5], and nuclear data processing codes [1] [2]. Figure 2 depicts the calculation schema that is used as backend-engine to GRIND-P platform. The WIMS-D/4 [3] , a general-purpose lattice-physics code, is used for unit-cell modeling. It is a popular lattice physics code that has extensively been used in academic investigations and production level Light water reactor (LWR).
PRIDE-code (Program for Reactor In-Core Analysis using Diffusion Equation) is employed as a full-core simulator [5] . It uses finite-difference method to solve the neutron diffusion equation. In addition to usual criticality calculation, a variety of problems including kinetic parameters calculation, buckling search for critical as well as for specific multiplication factor may be solved [5] . To validate the results generated by PRIDE code, studies have been performed on IAEA 3D benchmark problem and other reactor-models [6] [7] [8] . Figure 3 depicts the overall architecture of the visualization platform. It separates software units into visualization module, service module, and back-end engine module. A modular approach is opted to facilitate easy maintenance. Object oriented structure is opted to program the proposed architecture in C# language under visual-studio development environment. 
Interfaces for Core Modeling and Analysis
GRIND-P platform segregates unit-cell and full-core modeling interfaces into pre-processing and post-processing interfaces. Figure 4 shows pre-processing interface to setup a Lattice-Cell problem for WIMS-code. Similarly, PRIDE pre-processor in Fig. 6 depicts user interfaces to setup parameters for full-core analysis. Each of these interfaces encapsulates input-cards required by the PRIDE code. The geometry editor in Fig. 5 provides a visual interface for 2D/3D-core geometry and material modeling. Output edit interface allows the user to select analysis results to be printed in the output file e.g. mesh-wise fluxes or power densities etc.The general restraints and machine limits interface includes options for different memory-types, flux initialization procedures, and analysis tasks e.g. search for critical buckling, adjoint flux calculation, critical radius search, K-effective calculation, etc. User can select and specify general restraints on a particular PRIDE-run such as iteration limits, maximum and minimum value for K-effective, tolerance for iteration-level change in flux and k-effective values. The post-processing interface for PRIDE supports qualitative and quantitative analysis of data-sets that include mesh-wise, region-wise, zone-wise and material averaged fluxes/power densities. It supports different plot types in each dataset category e.g. height plot, bar plot, contour plots. To better understanding and analysis of these datasets, the plots are superimposed with geometrical and physical coloring information to provide material and geometrical context to these datasets, as shown in Fig. 6 . Further, these interfaces are implemented with a naïve form of intelligence by incorporating detailed information about interdependence among different modeling parameters. It provides visual feedback to the user in case of under-specification, over-specification or missing parameters, depicted with red-colored labels in Fig. 6 .
Visual platform for reactor analysis task must support a user-friendly interface. However, user-friendliness is a subjective term and usually hard to satisfy in absolute terms. So it is necessary to incorporate a common perspective about a useful and friendly interface for reactor analysis task. To the purpose, experts involved in the routine analysis tasks are interviewed prior to the interface design and continuous feedback is taken at later development stages via prototyping and evaluation loop. User-perspectives are broadly categorized as interaction, navigation, and management perspectives as follow.
Interaction Perspective
In addition to the visual presentation and general interaction capabilities, reactor analysts demand high interaction with visual core model. Different interaction types are illustrated in Fig.7 to Rearrangement of logical units (assemblies) produces multiple configurations of a core-model. It is difficult to keep a manual track of those changes during analysis. Identification of dissimilarity among core configurations become even harder especially when the change is small and belongs to the occluded regions of a 3D core-model. An automatic compare operation is implemented to search and highlight the dissimilarity. Figure 11 illustrate a comparison operation on two configurations of a core model. Fig. 12 illustrates different visual perspectives on mesh-wise neutron flux data that is superimposed with core geometry-type and material-configuration information.
Navigation Perspective
GRIND-P interface links the logical units in a full-core model to corresponding lattice/unit-cell model. It supports easy navigation to the lattice-cell models linked to a logical unit (assemblies) of the full-core model, as shown in Fig. 13 Likewise, logical units corresponding to a lattice/unit-cell can be highlighted in the 3D core-model as depicted in Fig. 14 . In addition to the navigation, user can make changes to the selected lattice-cell by issuing edit lattice-model command. Changes made to the unit-cell geometry and updated group constants are automatically reflected in later full-core model.
Management Perspective
Traditionally, users are accustomed to manual management of project related resources (input, output, analysis reports, and results) via file system hierarchy and specific naming conventions. However, manual management is vulnerable to inadvertent changes due to continuous updates/modification during modeling or analysis. So, we enforced a source control mechanism to avoid inadvertent changes to those resources. It enlists all project related resources in the main project file and keeps track of all changes by creating temporary files during any alteration. It allows the user to undo changes at a later stage. The user can load and access all resources (WIMS unit-cell I/O files, PRIDE full core I/O files and data libraries) related to a specific project by just loading a single project file. All resources are checked for their integrity during load operation and user is notified about any missing or corrupted resources.
Conclusion
A study is conducted to evaluate the effectiveness of GRIND-P tool. The analysts involved in the evaluation test were grouped into three categories according to following profiles. 1) Experts having no experience with PRIDE-code based reactor modeling 2) Experts having experience with PRIDE -code 3) Students having experience with similar codes such as CITATION and DIFF3D but no experience with PRIDE code. All three groups were trained on PRIDE-code and GRIND-P tool. In the evaluation setup, all groups were asked to model a reactor core in cylindrical and cartesian coordinates and determine its criticality against two different enrichment levels, loading patterns and nuclear data libraries. All groups were asked to model the problem with both GRIND-P and traditional text-based I/O. Following information is collected during evaluation tests. 1) Average number of syntactic errors such as keyword errors. 2) Average number of logical errors that includes miss-specified geometry, wrong unit/lattice-cell assignment, irrelevant boundary conditions etc. 3) Average number of trials to the successful modeling. A trial is counted on a single run of PRIDE code. 4) Average number of trials to successful completion of all three analysis tasks. The performance statistics collected during test problems are summarized in Table 1 . It shows that the syntactical errors are altogether eliminated while logical errors and trials to successful modeling are significantly reduced by the use of GRIND-P modeling tool. Similarly, productivity is significantly improved as revealed by decreased number of trials to successful completion of the tasks. Group members were satisfied and appreciated the navigation perspective in particular. They found GRIND-P a more efficient and productive tool that allowed them to concentrate on the analysis task rather input setting.
